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E-mail addresses: zhyemily@mail.xjtu.edu.cn (H.This paper proposes a general study of ðI ; T Þ-interval-valued fuzzy rough sets on two uni-
verses of discourse integrating the rough set theory with the interval-valued fuzzy set the-
ory by constructive and axiomatic approaches. Some primary properties of interval-valued
fuzzy logical operators and the construction approaches of interval-valued fuzzy T -similar-
ity relations are ﬁrst introduced. Determined by an interval-valued fuzzy triangular norm
and an interval-valued fuzzy implicator, a pair of lower and upper generalized interval-val-
ued fuzzy rough approximation operators with respect to an arbitrary interval-valued
fuzzy relation on two universes of discourse is then deﬁned. Properties of I-lower and
T -upper interval-valued fuzzy rough approximation operators are examined based on
the properties of interval-valued fuzzy logical operators discussed above. Connections
between interval-valued fuzzy relations and interval-valued fuzzy rough approximation
operators are also established. Finally, an operator-oriented characterization of interval-
valued fuzzy rough sets is proposed, that is, interval-valued fuzzy rough approximation
operators are characterized by axioms. Different axiom sets of I-lower and T -upper
interval-valued fuzzy set-theoretic operators guarantee the existence of different types
of interval-valued fuzzy relations which produce the same operators.
 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
The concept of rough sets, proposed by Pawlak [21] as a framework for the construction of approximations of concepts, is
a formal tool for modeling and processing insufﬁcient and incomplete information. Using the concepts of lower and upper
approximations in rough set theory, knowledge hidden in information systems may be unraveled and expressed in the form
of decision rules. Just like fuzzy set theory [39], rough set theory may be seen as an extension of set theory for modeling
vagueness and inaccuracy. Recent investigations [3,12,17–20,28–30,33–37,42] have shown both rough set theory and fuzzy
set theory can be combined into a more ﬂexible framework for the study of imprecise information. There are at least two
approaches to the development of rough set theory in fuzzy environment, namely the constructive and axiomatic ap-
proaches. In the constructive approach [3,12,17,18,20,34,37,42], fuzzy similarity relations, fuzzy partitions of the universe
of discourse and fuzzy logical operators are all primitive notions. The lower and upper fuzzy approximation operators are
constructed by means of these notions. On the other hand, the axiomatic approach [19,23,28–30,33,34,36] takes the lower
and upper approximation operators as primitive notions. In this approach, a set of axioms is used to characterize approxi-
mation operators produced by the constructive approach. The axiomatic approach is more appropriate than the constructive
approach for studying the structures of fuzzy rough set algebras.. All rights reserved.
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H.-Y. Zhang et al. / International Journal of Approximate Reasoning 51 (2009) 56–70 57Interval-valued fuzzy (IVF for short) sets [31,40] and intuitionistic fuzzy (IF) sets [1] are two intuitive extensions of Za-
deh’s fuzzy sets, which were conceived independently to avoid some of the defects of fuzzy sets. IVF set theory emerges from
the observation that in a lot of cases, no objective procedure is available to select the crisp membership degrees of elements
in a fuzzy set. It is suggested to specify an interval-valued degree of membership ½l1;l2 to each element of the universe. An
IF set allocates to each element of the universe both a degree of membership l and one of non-membership m such that
lþ m 6 1; thus relaxing the enforced condition m ¼ 1 l from fuzzy set theory. Both IVF set theory and IF set theory have
the virtue of complementing fuzzy sets to model vagueness and uncertainty precisely. They have been used in different re-
search ﬁelds, for example, Sambuc [25] in medical diagnosis in thyroidian pathology; Gorzalczany [15] and Bustince [4] in
approximate reasoning; Turksen and Zhong [32] and Cornelis et al. [8] in interval-valued and intuitionistic logic, etc.
It is very natural to extend concepts from fuzzy rough set theory to their generalizations in IVF set theory and IF set the-
ory. Recently, many authors extended rough set theory into IVF sets and IF sets [6,7,14,16,24,26,44]. For example, based on
fuzzy rough sets in the sense of Nanda and Majumda [20], Chakrabarty et al. [6], Jena and Ghosh [16] and Samanta and Mon-
dal [26] introduced the concept of IF rough sets which are not deﬁned by an approximation space. In contrast to the ap-
proaches above, with reference to a Pawlak approximation space ðU;RÞ, Rizvi et al. [24] explored the concept of rough IF
sets in which the lower and upper approximations are not IF sets in the universe U but IF sets in the family of equivalence
classes derived by the equivalence relation R. Cornelis et al. [7] proposed a concept of ðT L; I LÞ IF rough sets based on an IF
triangular norm T L, an IF implicator I L and an IF T L-equivalence relation, in which the lower and upper approximation oper-
ators are both IF sets in the universe. Nevertheless, the properties of the lower and upper approximations described by
reﬂexive relation, symmetric relation and transitive relation have not been discussed. By integrating the classical Pawlak
rough set theory with the IVF set theory, Gong et al. [14] discussed a speciﬁc IVF rough sets of Cornelis et al. [7] and intro-
duced the basic rough set theory into IVF information systems. By employing a special type of IF triangular norm min, Zhou
and Wu [44] investigated a general framework for studying various relation-based IF rough approximation operators in the
constructive and axiomatic approaches. Zhou et al. [45], based on IF implicators, studied IF rough approximations on one
universe. However, determined by an arbitrary IVF triangular norm T , an IVF implicator I and an IVF relation, the corre-
sponding properties of ðI ; T Þ-IVF rough sets on two universes of discourse have not been studied.
The present paper studies ðI ; T Þ-IVF rough approximation operators on two universes of discourse in which both the con-
structive and axiomatic approaches are considered. In the next section, we review some basic notions related to generalized
crisp rough sets, IVF logical operators, and IVF sets. In Section 3, we investigate properties of IVF logical operators and give a
construction approach of IVF similarity relations, then we introduce the concepts of I-lower and T -upper approximations of
IVF sets with respect to an IVF approximation space. In Section 4, we investigate the basic properties of I-lower and T -upper
IVF rough approximation operators on two universes of discourse. The connections between special types of IVF relations
and IVF rough approximation operators are further established. In Section 5, an operator-oriented characterization of
ðI ; T Þ-IVF rough sets is investigated, we present different sets of axioms to characterize various types of ðI ; T Þ-IVF approx-
imation operators. The ﬁnal section is conclusion and outlook for further research.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Generalized crisp rough sets
Deﬁnition 1. Let U and W be two nonempty and ﬁnite universes of discourse, R an arbitrary crisp relation from U to W. We
can deﬁne a set-valued function Rs : U ! PðWÞ (where PðWÞ is the family of crisp subsets of W) byRsðxÞ ¼ fy 2Wjðx; yÞ 2 Rg; x 2 U:
RsðxÞ is referred to as the successor neighborhood of xw.r.t. R. The triple ðU;W ;RÞ is referred to as a generalized crisp approx-
imation space. For any set A#W; the lower and upper approximations w.r.t. ðU;W ;RÞ, denoted as RðAÞ and RðAÞ, are deﬁned
byRðAÞ ¼ fx 2 UjRsðxÞ#Ag;
RðAÞ ¼ fx 2 UjRsðxÞ \ A – ;g:The pair ðRðAÞ;RðAÞÞ is referred to as the crisp rough set of A w.r.t. ðU;W ;RÞ and R;R : PðWÞ ! PðUÞ are, respectively, re-
ferred to as the lower and upper approximation operators. The crisp approximation operators satisfy the following properties
[22]: 8A;B 2 PðWÞðL1Þ RðAÞ ¼ Rð AÞ; ðU1Þ RðAÞ ¼ Rð AÞ;
ðL2Þ RðWÞ ¼ U; ðU2Þ Rð;Þ ¼ ;;
ðL3Þ RðA \ BÞ ¼ RðAÞ \ RðBÞ; ðU3Þ RðA [ BÞ ¼ RðAÞ [ RðBÞ;
ðL4Þ A#B) RðAÞ#RðBÞ; ðU4Þ A#B) RðAÞ#RðBÞ;
ðL5Þ RðA [ BÞ  RðAÞ [ RðBÞ; ðU5Þ RðA \ BÞ#RðAÞ \ RðBÞ:
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sidered as dual properties. With respect to certain special types, say, serial, reﬂexive, symmetric, and transitive binary rela-
tions on the universe of discourse U, the approximation operators have additional properties [22,38,43].
2.2. Interval-valued fuzzy logical operators
In this subsection, we recall brieﬂy a special complete lattice on ½0;12 with its logical operations originated by Cornelis
et al. [7,8], which will be used to construct the structure of interval-valued fuzzy rough sets in the present paper. These con-
cepts may be seen as generalizations of the logical connectives in ð½0;1;6Þ.
Deﬁnition 2 [8] (Lattice ðLI;6LI Þ). Denote LI ¼ f½l; m 2 ½0;12jl 6 mg. For all ½l1; m1; ½l2; m2 2 LI; let ðLI;6LI Þ be the complete,
bounded lattice deﬁned by½l1; m16LI ½l2; m2 $ l1 6 l2; m1 6 m2:
The operators ^ and _ on ðLI;6LI Þ are deﬁned as follows: for ½l1; m1; ½l2; m2 2 LI;½l1; m1 ^ ½l2; m2 ¼ ½minfl1;l2g;minfm1; m2g;
½l1; m1 _ ½l2; m2 ¼ ½maxfl1;l2g;maxfm1; m2g:The units of this lattice are 0LI ¼ ½0;0 and 1LI ¼ ½1;1.
The deﬁnitions of fuzzy logical operators can be straightforwardly extended to the interval-valued fuzzy case.
The strict partial order <LI is deﬁned by½l1; m1<LI ½l2; m2 () ½l1; m16LI ½l2; m2 and ½l1; m1 – ½l2; m2:Deﬁnition 3 (IVF logical operators).
 An IVF triangular norm (t-norm) T is a commutative, associative mapping T : LI  LI ! LI which is increasing in both argu-
ments and for which T ða;1LI Þ ¼ a for all a 2 LI .
 An IVF triangular conorm (t-conorm) S is a commutative, associative mapping S : LI  LI ! LI which is increasing in both
arguments and for which Sða;0LI Þ ¼ a for all a 2 LI .
 An IVF negatorN is a decreasing mapping N : LI ! LI satisfyingNð0LI Þ ¼ 1LI andNð1LI Þ ¼ 0LI : An IVF negator is involutive if
and only if NðNð½l; mÞÞ ¼ ½l; m for all ½l; m 2 LI: The negator N Sð½l; mÞ ¼ ½1 m;1 l; for all ½l; m 2 LI , is usually referred
to as the standard negator.
 An IVF implicator I on ðLI;6LI Þ is a mapping I : LI  LI ! LI satisfying Ið0LI ;0LI Þ ¼ Ið0LI ;1LI Þ ¼ Ið1LI ;1LI Þ ¼ 1LI and
Ið1LI ;0LI Þ ¼ 0LI :Two special classes of implicators on LI are the R-implicator and S-implicator.
 The IVF R-implicator IT generated by an IVF t-norm T is deﬁned by, for arbitrary I1 ¼ ½l1; m1; I2 ¼ ½l2; m2 2 LI;
IT ðI1; I2Þ ¼ supfa 2 LIjT ðI1;aÞ6LI I2g: ð1Þ The IVF S-implicator based on an IVF t-conorm S and an IVF negator N is deﬁned as, for arbitrary
I1 ¼ ½l1; m1; I2 ¼ ½l2; m2 2 LI;ISN ðI1; I2Þ ¼ SðN ðI1Þ; I2Þ: ð2Þ
 Given an IVF negator N , an IVF t-norm T and an IVF t-conorm S are called dual w.r.t. N iff they satisfy the following
conditions:SðI1; I2Þ ¼ NðT ðN ðI1Þ;NðI2ÞÞÞ; for all I1; I2 2 LI;
T ðI1; I2Þ ¼ N ðSðN ðI1Þ;NðI2ÞÞÞ; for all I1; I2 2 LI:The above deﬁnitions are the counterparts on LI of parallel deﬁnitions on ð½0;1;6Þ. Some notable examples of these oper-
ators on ð½0;1;6Þ are given in Example 1.
Example 1
 The most popular continuous t-norms on ð½0;1;6Þ include, for all l; m 2 ½0;1,
the standard min operator T Mðl; mÞ ¼minðl; mÞ;
the algebraic product T Pðl; mÞ ¼ l  m;
the bold intersection (also called the Łukasiewicz t-norm) T Lðl; mÞ ¼maxð0;lþ m 1Þ.
 Three well-known continuous t-conorms on ð½0;1;6Þ are
the standard min operator SMðl; mÞ ¼maxðl; mÞ;
the algebraic product SPðl; mÞ ¼ lþ m l  m;
the bold intersection (also called the Łukasiewicz t-norm) SLðl; mÞ ¼minð1;lþ mÞ.
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the Łukasiewicz implicator I Lðl; mÞ ¼ minð1;1 lþ mÞ, based on T L,
the Gödel implicator IGðl; mÞ ¼ 1 for l 6 m and IGðl; mÞ ¼ m elsewhere, based on T M ,
the Gaines implicator I4ðl; mÞ ¼ 1 for l 6 m and I4ðl; mÞ ¼ ml elsewhere, based on T P .
The IVF logical operators can be represented by fuzzy logical operators respectively.
Theorem 1. Given two fuzzy t-norms T 1 and T 2, two fuzzy t-conorms S1 and S2 satisfying T 1ðl; mÞ 6 T 2ðl; mÞ and
S1ðl; mÞ 6 S2ðl; mÞ for all l; m 2 ½0;1; then an IVF t-norm T and an IVF t-conorm S are constructed by the following two Eqs.
(3) and (4) for two intervals I1 ¼ ½l1; m1 and I2 ¼ ½l2; m2,T ðI1; I2Þ ¼ ½T 1ðl1;l2Þ; T 2ðm1; m2Þ; ð3Þ
SðI1; I2Þ ¼ ½S1ðl1;l2Þ;S2ðm1; m2Þ: ð4ÞSince T 1ðl1;l2Þ 6 T 1ðm1; m2Þ 6 T 2ðm1; m2Þ and S1ðl1;l2Þ 6 S1ðm1; m2Þ 6 S2ðm1; m2Þ; the monotonicity of t-norm and t-con-
orm guarantees the completeness of Eqs. (3) and (4).
An IVF t-norm T (resp. IVF t-conorm S) is called t-representable (resp. s-representable) if they can be represented in the
form of Eqs. (3) and (4), respectively.
Theorem 2. Let I1 and I2 be two fuzzy implicators on ½0;1. Deﬁne
IðI1; I2Þ ¼ ½I1ðl1;l2Þ; I2ðm1; m2Þ; 8I1 ¼ ½l1; m1; I2 ¼ ½l2; m2 2 LI; ð5Þ
I 0ðI1; I2Þ ¼ ½I1ðm1;l2Þ; I2ðl1; m2Þ; 8I1 ¼ ½l1; m1; I2 ¼ ½l2; m2 2 LI: ð6ÞThen I and I0 are IVF implicators.
The fuzzy logical operators deﬁned in Example 1 can be extended to LI as follows:
Example 2
 For arbitrary I1 ¼ ½l1; m1; I2 ¼ ½l2; m2 2 LI , the mappings T M; T P; T L deﬁned by
T MðI1; I2Þ ¼ ½minðl1;l2Þ;minðm1; m2Þ;
T PðI1; I2Þ ¼ ½l1l2; m1m2;
T LðI1; I2Þ ¼ ½maxð0;l1 þ l2  1Þ;maxð0; m1 þ m2  1Þare IVF t-norms constructed by T Mðl; mÞ ¼minðl; mÞ; T Pðl; mÞ ¼ l  m, and T Lðl; mÞ ¼ maxð0;lþ m 1Þ, respectively.
 For arbitrary I1 ¼ ½l1; m1; I2 ¼ ½l2; m2 2 LI , the mappings T M; T P; T L deﬁned bySMðI1; I2Þ ¼ ½maxðl1;l2Þ;maxðm1; m2Þ;
SPðI1; I2Þ ¼ ½l1 þ l2  l1l2; m1 þ m2  m1m2;
SLðI1; I2Þ ¼ ½minð1;l1 þ l2Þ;minð1; m1 þ m2Þare IVF t-conorms constructed by SMðl; mÞ ¼ maxðl; mÞ;SPðl; mÞ ¼ lþ m lm, and SLðl; mÞ ¼minð1;lþ mÞ, respectively.
 For arbitrary I1 ¼ ½l1; m1; I2 ¼ ½l2; m2 2 LI , deﬁneIT M ðI1; I2Þ ¼
1LI ; if I16LI I2;
½m2; m2; if l1 6 l2; m2 < m1;
½l2;1; if l2 < l1; m1 6 m2;
I2; if l2 < l1; m2 < m1:
8>>>><>>>>:
IT M is an extension of the Gödel implicator. Since T M is the greatest t-norm on LI , IT M is the smallest R-implicator on LI .
The IVF R-implicator based on T L is deﬁned asIT LðI1; I2Þ ¼
1LI ; I16LI I2;
½minðl2  l1 þ 1; m2  m1 þ 1Þ;minð1; m2  m1 þ 1Þ; otherwise:

 For arbitrary I1 ¼ ½l1; m1; I2 ¼ ½l2; m2 2 LI; the following mappings are S-implicators based on SM;SL;SP and the standard
IVF negator N S, respectively,ISMN S ðI1; I2Þ ¼ ½maxð1 m1;l2Þ;maxð1 l1; m2Þ;
ISLN S ðI1; I2Þ ¼ ½minð1;1 m1 þ l2Þ;minð1;1 l1 þ m2Þ;
ISPN S ðI1; I2Þ ¼ ½1 m1 þ m1l2;1 l1 þ l1m2:
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Deﬁnition 4 [31]. An IVF set in U is an expression A denoted byA ¼ fhx;AðxÞijx 2 Ug;
whereA : U ! LI; x! AðxÞ ¼ ½lAðxÞ; mAðxÞ 2 LI:
For simplicity, we write A ¼ ½lA; mA: We denote by IVFðUÞ the set of all IVF sets in U. d½a1;a2 denotes a constant IVF set:d½a1;a2ðxÞ ¼ ½a1;a2 for any x 2 U where a1 6 a2. IVF sets ½1;1y, ½1;1Ufyg and ½1;1M;M#U; are deﬁned respectively by½1;1yðxÞ ¼
½1;1; x ¼ y;
½0;0; x– y:

½1;1UfygðxÞ ¼
½0; 0; x ¼ y;
½1;1; x – y:

½1;1MðxÞ ¼
½1;1; x 2 M;
½0;0; otherwise:

The basic operations on IVFðUÞ are deﬁned as following [31]: for all A;B 2 IVFðUÞ,
(1) A#B iff AðxÞ6LI BðxÞ, i.e., lAðxÞ 6 lBðxÞ and mAðxÞ 6 mBðxÞ for all x 2 U;
(2) A ¼ B iff A#B and B  A,
(3)  A ¼ ½1 mA;1 lA,
(4) A \ BðxÞ ¼ ½minðlAðxÞ;lBðxÞÞ;minðmAðxÞ; mBðxÞÞ;
(5) A [ BðxÞ ¼ ½maxðlAðxÞ;lBðxÞÞ;maxðmAðxÞ; mBðxÞÞ:
Given an IVF negator N , an IVF t-norm T , an IVF t-conorm S, and an IVF implicator I , for two IVF sets A and B of Uwe can
deﬁne the corresponding IVF sets as
 ðNAÞðxÞ ¼ N ðAðxÞÞ; x 2 U,
 ðA\T BÞðxÞ ¼ T ðAðxÞ;BðxÞÞ; x 2 U,
 ðA[SBÞðxÞ ¼ SðAðxÞ;BðxÞÞ; x 2 U,
 ðA!IBÞðxÞ ¼ IðAðxÞ;BðxÞÞ; x 2 U.
In [2], Atanassov and Gargov used a transformation from ½lAðxÞ; mAðxÞ to ðlAðxÞ;1 mAðxÞÞ to prove that IVF sets and IF sets
are equipollent generalizations of the notion of fuzzy sets. Deschrijver and Kerre [10] proposed the general correspondence
of IVF sets, intuitionistic fuzzy sets and L-fuzzy sets. Dubois et al. [11] discussed the terminological difﬁculties in fuzzy set
theory and preferred to the terminology ‘‘interval-valued”. Although IVF sets and IF sets have arisen on different grounds and
have different semantics, sometimes they are even mathematically equivalent. So these approaches are in general not inde-
pendent and there exists a strong connection between interval-valued fuzzy sets and intuitionistic fuzzy sets. Taking this fact
into account, all the deﬁnitions, propositions and theorems we introduce for the IVF rough sets henceforth, can be extended
to the case of IF rough sets.
Deﬁnition 5 [5]. An IVF relation from U toW is an IVF set on U W , i.e., R is given by R ¼ f½lRðx; yÞ; mRðx; yÞjðx; yÞ 2 U Wg;
for simplicity, R ¼ ½lR; mR; where lR and mR are two fuzzy relations on U W satisfying lRðx; yÞ 6 mRðx; yÞ 2 ½0;1 for all
ðx; yÞ 2 U W .
An IVF relation R from U toW is a serial IVF relation if it satisﬁes
W
y2WRðx; yÞ ¼ 1LI for all x 2 U. If U ¼W , R is called an IVF
relation on U. R is a reﬂexive IVF relation if Rðx; xÞ ¼ 1LI for all x 2 U: R is a symmetric IVF relation if Rðx; yÞ ¼ Rðy; xÞ for all
x; y 2 U: R is a T -transitive IVF relation if Rðx; zÞPLIsupy2UT ðRðx; yÞ;Rðy; zÞÞ for all x; y; z 2 U: R is a T -similarity IVF relation if it
is reﬂexive, symmetric and T -transitive.
Let R and P be two IVF relations from U to W. Then for every ðx; yÞ 2 U W ; one can deﬁne [5]
(1) R6LI P iff lRðx; yÞ 6 mPðx; yÞ; mRðx; yÞ 6 lPðx; yÞ;
(2) R [ P ¼ ½lR [ mP; mR [ lP;
(3) R \ P ¼ ½lR \ lP ; mR \ mP;
(4)  R ¼ ½1 mR;1 lR:3. Construction of interval-valued fuzzy rough sets
In this section, based on the IVF implicators, we introduce deﬁnitions of IVF rough approximations and IVF rough sets on
two universes of discourse. To begin with, let us introduce some basic properties of IVF logical operators and IVF similarity
relations.
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Theorem 3. Let N be an involutive IVF negator and let a mapping N : ½0;1 ! ½0;1 be deﬁned by NðaÞ ¼ pr1Nð½a; aÞ for any
a 2 ½0;1. Then Nð½a; bÞ ¼ ½N ðbÞ;NðaÞ and N is an involutive fuzzy negator. Conversely, if N is an involutive fuzzy negator, then
Nð½a; bÞ ¼ ½N ðbÞ;NðaÞ is an involutive IVF negator.
Proof. It is analogous to the proof of Theorem 6 of [9]. h
Similar to the proof of Theorem 1 in [9], we can conclude Theorem 4.
Theorem 4. The dual IVF t-norm (resp. IVF t-conorm) w.r.t. an involutive IVF negator N on LI of a t (resp. s)-representable IVF
t-conorm (resp. IVF t-norm) is t-representable.
According to Theorem 4, an IVF t-representable t-norm T ðI1; I2Þ ¼ ½T ðl1;l2Þ; T ðm1; m2Þ and an IVF s-representable t-con-
orm SðI1; I2Þ ¼ ½Sðl1;l2Þ;Sðm1; m2Þ, deﬁned by a pair of dual t-norm T and t-conorm S w.r.t. an involutive negator N , are still
dual w.r.t. the involutive IVF negator Nð½a; bÞ ¼ ½N ðbÞ;NðaÞ.
Theorem 5. Let T be an IVF t-norm on LI and IT the IVF R-implicator based on T : Then T satisﬁes residuation principle
ði:e:; T ðI1; I2Þ6LI I3 $ I16LIIT ðI2; I3Þ;8I1; I2; I3 2 LIÞ iff_
I22L0
T ðI1; I2Þ ¼ T I1;
_
I22L0
I2
0@ 1A; 8L0# LI; 8I1; I2; I3 2 LI: ð7Þ
Proof. ) Assume that T satisﬁes the residuation principle. For any I1 2 LI; L0# LI and I2 2 L0, by the monotonicity of IVF
t-norm it is easy to prove that
W
I22L0 T ðI1; I2Þ6LIT ðI1;
W
I22L0 I2Þ. Now we are to prove
W
I22L0 T ðI1; I2ÞPLIT ðI1;
W
I22L0 I2Þ.
It is obvious that T ðI1; I2Þ6LI
W
I22L0 T ðI1; I2Þ, for each I2 2 L
0, by the residuation principle, then we obtain
I26LIIT ðI1;
W
I22L0 T ðI1; I2ÞÞ. Furthermore,
W0
I22LI26LIIT ðI1;
W
I22L0 T ðI1; I2ÞÞ. By using the residuation principle again, we conclude
T ðI1;
W
I22L0 I2Þ6LI
W
I22L0 T ðI1; I2Þ.
( Conversely, we assume that T satisﬁes Eq. (7). According to the deﬁnition of IVF R-implicator, we observe that
T ðI1; I2Þ6LI I3 implies I16LIIT ðI2; I3Þ: By the monotonicity of IVF t-norm and Eq. (7), we obtainT ðI1; I2Þ6LIT ðIT ðI2; I3Þ; I2Þ ¼ T ð_faja 2 LI ; T ðI2;aÞ 6 I3g; I2Þ ¼ _fT ðI2;aÞja 2 LI ; T ðI2;aÞ 6 I3gg ¼ I3:
Then T ðI1; I2Þ6LI I3 $ I16LIIT ðI2; I3ÞÞ. Thus, T satisﬁes residuation principle. h
The following Theorem 6, Corollary 1 and Theorem 7 summarize the distributivity of IVF t-norm and IVF R-implicator overV
and
W
.
Theorem 6. Let I be an index set and T a t-representable IVF t-norm on LI deﬁned by
T ðI1; I2Þ ¼ ½T 1ðl1;l2Þ; T 2ðm1; m2Þ; 8I1 ¼ ½l1; m1; I2 ¼ ½l2; m2 2 LI;where T 1 and T 2 are t-norms on ½0;1 satisfying T kð
W
i2Ili;lÞ ¼
W
i2IT kðli;lÞ; k ¼ 1;2;8Ii ¼ ½li; mi 2 LI. Then we have
T ðWi2IIi; IÞ ¼ Wi2IT ðIi; IÞ:
Proof. Since T 1 and T 2 satisfy T kð
W
i2Ili;lÞ ¼
W
i2IT kðli;lÞ; k ¼ 1;2. We obtainT
_
i2I
Ii; I
 !
¼ T 1
_
i2I
li;l
 !
; T 2
_
i2I
mi; m
 ! !
¼
_
i2I
T 1ðli;lÞ;
_
i2I
T 2ðmi; mÞ
 !
¼
_
i2I
ðT 1ðli;lÞ; T 2ðmi; mÞÞ
¼
_
i2I
T ðIi; IÞ: It is easy to get the following Corollary 1 by combining the deﬁnition of T ðI1; I2Þ and the union operation of interval
numbers,
Corollary 1. Let T be a t-representable IVF t-norm on LI deﬁned by T ðI1; I2Þ ¼ ½T 1ðl1;l2Þ; T 2ðm1; m2Þ where T 1 and T 2 are
t-norms on ½0;1 satisfying T kð
W
i2Ili;lÞ ¼
W
i2IT kðli;lÞ; k ¼ 1;2. Then T ð
W
i2IIi;
W
j2JIjÞ ¼
W
i2I
W
j2JT ðIi; IjÞ, where I and J are two
index sets.
Theorem 7. Let IT be an IVF R-implicator based on an IVF t-norm T and an index set I. Then we have
(1) IT I;
V
i2IIi
  ¼ Vi2IIT ðI; IiÞ:
(2) IT ð
W
i2IIi; IÞ ¼
V
i2IIT ðIi; IÞ:
(3)
W
i2IIT ðI; IiÞ6LIIT ðI;
W
i2IIiÞ.
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W
i2IIT ðIi; IÞ6LIIT ð
V
i2IIi; IÞ.
(5) IT ðI1; IT ðI2; I3ÞÞ ¼ IT ðT ðI1; I2Þ; I3Þ, provided that T satisﬁes the residuation principle.
(6) If IT satisﬁes the residuation principle and T ðI1; I2ÞPLIT 0LI ðI1; I2Þ, then we have IT ðI1; IT ðI2; I3ÞÞPLIIT ðT 0LI ðI1; I2Þ; I3Þ.Proof. (1) By the deﬁnition of an IVF t-norm and its monotonicity, it is obvious that an IVF R-implicator has hybrid mono-
tonicity. Then we haveIT I;
^
i2I
Ii
 !
6LI
^
i2I
IT ðI; IiÞ:Conversely, let ½a; b ¼ Vi2IIT ðI; IiÞ. Obviously, ½a; b6LIIT ðI; IiÞ. Then by the deﬁnition of IVF R-implicator, we can obtain
T ðI; ½a; bÞ6LI Ii; then T ðI; ½a; bÞ6LI
^
i2I
Ii; 8i 2 I:By employing the deﬁnition of IVF R-implicator again, we have ½a; b6LIIT I;
V
i2IIi
 
. Then we conclude IT I;
V
i2IIi
  ¼V
i2IIT ðI; IiÞ:
Similarly, we can prove (2), (3) and (4).
(5) Since IT satisﬁes IT ðI1; IT ðI2; I3ÞÞ6LIIT ðI1; IT ðI2; I3ÞÞ and the residuation principle, we have T ðI1; IT ðI1; IT LI
ðI2; I3ÞÞÞ6LIIT ðI2; I3Þ. By the residuation principle and the interchangeability of IVF t-norm, we have T ðT ðI1; I2Þ;
IT ðI1; IT ðI2; I3ÞÞÞ6LI I3, i.e., IT ðI1; IT ðI2; I3ÞÞ6LIIT ðT ðI1; I2Þ; I3Þ:
Similarly, we can prove IT ðI1; IT ðI2; I3ÞÞPLIIT ðT ðI1; I2Þ; I3Þ. Then IT ðI1; IT ðI2; I3ÞÞ ¼ IT ðT ðI1; I2Þ; I3Þ:
(6) It follows from (5) and the monotonicity of IVF t-norm. h
Remark 1. If T 0 does not satisfy T ðI1; I2ÞPLIT 0ðI1; I2Þ, property (6) in Theorem 7 will not necessarily hold. See the following
Example 3 in detail.
Example 3. Property (6) in Theorem 7 does not hold even for some t-norms and R-implicators on [0,1]. Let T Lðl; mÞ ¼
maxf0;lþm1g;IGðl;mÞ¼ 1; l6m;m; otherwise:

andl¼m¼0:1;c¼0:05: We have IGðl;IGðm;cÞÞ¼0:05;IGðT Lðl;mÞ;cÞ¼1. It is
obvious that they do not satisfy property (6) of Theorem 7.
Smets and Magrez [27] ﬁrst proposed axioms for a rational implicator. Now we list the axioms for an IVF implicator.
Deﬁnition 6 (Smets–Magrez axioms for an IVF implicator I on LI).
Axiom A1 (Contrapositivity): For all I1; I2 2 LI , IðI1; I2Þ ¼ IðN IðI2Þ;NIðI1ÞÞ, where NIðIÞ ¼ IðI;0LI Þ:
Axiom A2 (Interchangeability): For all I1; I2; I3 2 LI; IðI1; IðI2; I3ÞÞ ¼ IðI2; IðI1; I3ÞÞ.
Axiom A3 (Monotonicity): For arbitrary I1; I2 2 LI; Ið	; I2Þ is decreasing and IðI1; 	Þ is increasing.
Axiom A4 (Conﬁnement Principle): For arbitrary I1; I2 2 LI; I16LI I2 $ IðI1; I2Þ ¼ 1LI .
Axiom A5 (Border Principle): For all I 2 LI; Ið1LI ; IÞ ¼ I.
An IVF implicator is called a border implicator if it satisﬁes the border principle; if a contrapositive border implicator
additionally satisﬁes the interchangeability, then it is called a model implicator.
Now we discuss the Smets–Magrez axioms for IVF R-implicators and S-implicators on LI .
Theorem 8. An IVF R-implicator IT has the following properties:
(1) IT satisﬁes Axiom 2.
(2) IT is hybrid monotonic, i.e., it obeys Axiom 3.
(3) IT possesses conﬁnement principle iff, for any I ¼ ½a; b 2 LI and an index set N, there exists a sequence ðIi ¼ ½ai; biÞi2N#
X ¼ fI ¼ ½a; b 2 LIja < 1g which satisfy limi!1Ii ¼ ½1;1; limIi!½1;1pr1T ðI; IiÞ ¼ a and limIi!½1;1pr2T ðI; IiÞ ¼ b.
(4) IT is a border implicator.Proof
(1) For I1; I2; I3 2 LI , according to the deﬁnition of IVF R-implicator, we have
IðI1; IðI2; I3ÞÞ ¼ supfa 2 LIjT ðI1;aÞ6LIIðI2; I3Þg;
then T ðI2; T ðI1;aÞÞ6LI I3. Combining the interchangeability of IVF t-norm with the deﬁnition of R-implicator, we have
T ðI1; T ðI2;aÞÞ6LI I3, then T ðI2;aÞ6LIIðI1; I3Þ. So IðI1; IðI2; I3ÞÞ6LIIðI2; IðI1; I3ÞÞ. Similarly, we obtain IðI2; IðI1; I3ÞÞ6LIIðI1;
IðI2; I3ÞÞ. Therefore, IðI1; IðI2; I3ÞÞ ¼ IðI2; IðI1; I3ÞÞ:
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(3) It is analogous to the proof of Theorem 9 of [8].
(4) By the deﬁnition of IVF R-implicator, we have Ið1LI ; I1Þ ¼ supfa 2 LIjT ð1LI ;aÞ6LI I1g ¼ I1; for all I1 2 LI . hTheorem 9. An IVF S-implicator IS;N has the following properties:
(1) Axiom A3 holds for the IVF S-implicator IS;N .
(2) ISN is a model IVF implicator if the negator N is involutive.
(3) Any s-representable S-implicator IS;N does not satisfy Conﬁnement Principle even N is involutive.Proof. It is analogous to the proof of Theorems 4 and 5 of [8]. h3.2. Construction of IVF T -similarity relations
The practical application of rough set theory to IVF data requires the construction of either an IVF similarity rela-
tion or an IVF partition. In these situations, we may want to obtain homogeneous similarity classes or granules
whose members satisfy symmetry and some kind of transitivity. From a practical point of view, symmetric and tran-
sitive classes or granules are easy to distinguish, which facilitates the clustering process. The knowledge extracted
from a sample of these granules can be also applied in the same fashion to all the other granule members, depend-
ing on their degree of similarity. Accordingly, symmetry and transitivity in similarity relations can be considered to
be desirable properties for knowledge extraction. The adoption of these requirements would also ﬁt better in the
spirit of granular computing [41]. Fernandez Salido and Murakami [13] discussed the applications of T -similarity
measures and examined the available theorems that permit one to aggregate this type of relations. For these reasons,
in what follows we discuss the construction of IVF T -similarity relation using only the information given by every
feature value.
Theorem 10. If lR and mR are T 1-simialrity relation and T 2-similarity relation on U respectively, then the IVF relation R deﬁned by
Rðx; yÞ ¼ ½lRðx; yÞ; mRðx; yÞ; ðx; yÞ 2 U  U is an IVF T -similarity relation on U where T ¼ ½T 1; T 2.
Proof. It is obvious that Rðx; yÞ is reﬂexive and symmetric. Now we are to prove that it is T -transitive. Since, 8x; y; z 2 U
Rðx; zÞ ¼ ½lRðx; zÞ; mRðx; zÞPLI ½T 1ðlRðx; yÞ;lRðy; zÞÞ; T 2ðmRðx; yÞ; mRðy; zÞÞ ¼ T ðRðx; yÞ;Rðy; zÞÞ;We conclude that R is an IVF T -similarity relation on U. h
We can also construct a normal numeric T -similarity relation from an interval-valued information system K ¼ ðU;ATÞ
where U ¼ fx1; . . . ; xng is a non-empty ﬁnite set of objects and AT ¼ fa1; . . . ; amg is a non-empty ﬁnite set of attributes such
that akðxiÞ ¼ ½gik; hik; i ¼ 1; . . . ;n; k ¼ 1; . . . ;m. dð½gik; hik; ½gjk; hjkÞ is an Euclidean distance on LI .
Theorem 11. Given a t-norm T ðx; yÞ ¼maxðxþ y 1;0Þ and a distance dð½gik; hik; ½gjk; hjkÞ on LI. Deﬁne
Rðxi; xjÞ ¼
Vm
k¼1ð1 dð½gik; hik; ½gjk; hjkÞÞ, then R is a T -similarity fuzzy relation.
Proof. It is obvious that R is reﬂexive and symmetric. Now we are to prove that it is T -transitive:T ðRðxi; xjÞ;Rðxj; xlÞÞ ¼ T
m^
k¼1
ð1 dð½gik; hik; ½gjk; hjkÞÞ;
m^
k¼1
ð1 dð½gjk; hjk; ½glk; hlkÞÞ
 !
¼max 1
_m
k¼1
ðdð½gik; hik; ½gjk; hjkÞ þ dð½gjk; hjk; ½glk; hlkÞÞ; 0
 !
6 max 1
_m
k¼1
ðdð½gik; hik; ½glk; hlkÞ;0Þ
 !
¼ 1
_m
k¼1
ðdð½gik; hik; ½glk; hlkÞÞ
¼
m^
k¼1
ð1 dð½gik; hik; ½glk; hlkÞÞ ¼ Rðxi; xlÞ 3.3. ðI ; T Þ-IVF rough sets
Deﬁnition 7. Let R 2 IVFðU WÞ be an IVF relation from U to W. Then the triple ðU;W ;RÞ is called an IVF approximation
space. Let T and I be an IVF t-norm and an IVF implicator on LI respectively. For any A 2 IVFðWÞ, the T -upper and I-lower
IVF rough approximations of A w.r.t. ðU;W;RÞ, denoted by RT and RI respectively, are two IVF sets whose membership
functions are deﬁned respectively by:
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_
y2W
T ðRðx; yÞ;AðyÞÞ; x 2 U: ð8Þ
RI ðAÞðxÞ ¼
^
y2W
IðRðx; yÞ;AðyÞÞ; x 2 U: ð9ÞThe pair ðRT ðAÞ;RI ðAÞÞ is called the ðI ; T Þ-IVF rough set of A w.r.t. ðU;W ;RÞ. RI ðAÞ and RT ðAÞ are referred to as I-lower and
T -upper IVF approximation operators.
Remark 2. Let I1 ¼ ½l1; m1; I2 ¼ ½l2; m2 2 LI . The IF rough set discussed in [44] is the special case of the ðI ; T )-IVF rough sets
in the notion of IF sets, where T ðI1; I2Þ ¼ ½^ðl1;l2Þ;^ðm1; m2Þ and IðI1; I2Þ ¼ IS;N S ðI1; I2Þ. Meanwhile, the IVF rough sets pro-
posed in [14] is the special condition of the ðI ; T Þ-IVF rough set, where T ðI1; I2Þ ¼ ½^ðl1;l2Þ;^ðm1; m2Þ and
IMðI1; I2Þ ¼ ISM ;N S ðI1; I2Þ and R is a crisp binary relation.
Now we discuss the properties of ðI ; T Þ-IVF rough sets. By using a pair of dual t-norm and t-conorm, we can easily get the
following corollary which shows that the ðI ; T )-IVF rough operators RT and RI are dual to each other.
Corollary 2. For any IVF approximation space ðU;W;RÞ; if I is an IVF S-implicator based on an IVF t-conorm S and an involutive
IVF negator N , and T is dual to S w.r.t. N , thenRT ðAÞ ¼ NRI ðNAÞ; 8A 2 IVFðWÞ;
RI ðAÞ ¼ NRT ðNAÞ; 8A 2 IVFðWÞ:4. Properties of ðI ; T Þ-IVF rough approximation operators
In this section, based on the properties of the IVF logical operators discussed in Section 3.1, we study the characterizations
of T -upper and T -lower IVF rough approximations. The relationship between special IVF relations and the properties of
ðI ; T Þ-IVF rough approximation operators are investigated.
Theorem 12. Let ðU;W;RÞ be an IVF approximation space, and T an IVF t-norm satisfying the residuation principle. Then the
T -upper IVF rough approximation operator, deﬁned by Eq. (8), has the following properties: for any A;B;Ai 2 IVFðWÞ; i 2 I; I is an
index set, M#W; ðx; yÞ 2 U W, and ½a1;a2 2 LI,
(1) RT ð d½a1;a2\T AÞ ¼ d½a1;a2\T RT ðAÞ.
(2) RT ðSi2IAiÞ ¼ Si2IRT ðAiÞ.
(3) RT ð d½a1;a2Þ# d½a1;a2.
(4) RT ð;Þ ¼ ;.
(5) RT ð d½a1;a2Þ ¼ d½a1;a2 $ RT ðWÞ ¼ U:
(6) RT ðTi2IAiÞ#Ti2IRT ðAiÞ:
(7) A#B! RT ðAÞ#RT ðBÞ.
(8) RT ð d½a1;a2\T ½1;1yÞðxÞ ¼ T ðRðx; yÞ; d½a1;a2Þ.
(9) RT ð½1;1yÞðxÞ ¼ Rðx; yÞ.
(10) RT ð½1;1MÞðxÞ ¼
W
y2MRðx; yÞ.
Proof. (1) Since T is an IVF t-norm satisfying residuation principle, according to Theorem 5, we haveRT ð d½a1;a2\T AÞðxÞ ¼ _
y2W
T ðRðx; yÞ; ð d½a1;a2\T AÞðyÞÞ ¼ _
y2W
T ðRðx; yÞ; T ðAðyÞ; ½a1;a2ÞÞ ¼
_
y2W
T ðT ðRðx; yÞ;AðyÞÞ; ½a1;a2Þ
¼ T
_
y2W
T ðRðx; yÞ;AðyÞÞ; ½a1;a2
 !
¼ T ð d½a1;a2;RT ðAÞðxÞÞ ¼ ð d½a1;a2\T RT ðAÞÞðxÞ:
Hence, RT ð d½a1;a2\T AÞ ¼ d½a1;a2\T RT ðAÞ:
Similarly, we can prove properties (2), (3), (8) and (10).
(4) By taking a1 ¼ 0;a2 ¼ 0 instead of d½a1;a2 in (3).
(5) follows directly from (1).
(6) and (7) follows from (2).
(9) follows from (8). h
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Theorem 13. Let ðU;W;RÞ be an IVF approximation space, and T an IVF t-norm satisfying residuation principle. Then the I-lower
IVF rough approximation operator has the following properties: for any A;B;Ai 2 IVFðWÞ; i 2 I;M#W ; ðx; yÞ 2 U W and
½a1;a2 2 LI,
(1) RI ð d½a1;a2!IAÞ ¼ d½a1;a2!IRI ðAÞ; if I possesses I I;Vi2IIi  ¼ Vi2IIðI; IiÞ, interchangeability and hybrid monotonicity.
(2) RI ð
T
i2IAiÞ ¼
T
i2IRI ðAiÞ, if I I;
V
i2IIi
  ¼ Vi2IIðI; IiÞ.
(3) RI ð d½a1;a2Þ  d½a1;a2, if I is a border implicator and monotonic.
(4) RI ðWÞ ¼ U; if I is monotonic.
(5) RI ð d½a1;a2!I;Þ ¼ d½a1;a2!I; $ RI ð;Þ ¼ ;, if I satisﬁes IðI;Vi2IIiÞ ¼ Vi2IIðI; IiÞ, interchangeability and monotonicity.
(6) RI ð
S
i2IAiÞ 
S
i2IRI ðAjÞ, provided I I;
V
i2IIi
  ¼ Vi2IIðI; IiÞ:
(7) A#B) RI ðAÞ#RI ðBÞ, provided IðI;
V
i2IIiÞ ¼
V
i2IIðI; IiÞ:
(8) RI ð½1;1y!I d½a1;a2ÞðxÞ ¼ IðRðx; yÞ; ½a1;a2Þ, provided I is a border implicator.
(9) RI ð½1;1WfygÞðxÞ ¼ IðRðx; yÞ;0LI Þ, provided I is monotonic.
(10) RI ð½1;1MÞðxÞ ¼
V
yRMIðRðx; yÞ;0LI Þ, provided I is monotonic.
Proof. (1) Since I satisﬁes I I;Vi2IIi  ¼ Vi2IIðI; IiÞ, interchangeability and hybrid monotonicity, we have
RI ð d½a1;a2!IAÞðxÞ ¼ ^
y2W
IðRðx; yÞ; ð d½a1;a2!IAÞðyÞÞ ¼ ^
y2W
IðRðx; yÞ; Ið½a1;a2;AðyÞÞÞ ¼
^
y2W
Ið½a1;a2; IðRðx; yÞ;AðyÞÞÞ
¼ Ið½a1;a2;
^
y2W
IðRðx; yÞ;AðyÞÞÞ ¼ Ið½a1;a2;RI ðAÞðxÞÞ ¼ d½a1;a2!IRI ðAÞðxÞ:
Therefore, RI ð d½a1;a2!IAÞ ¼ d½a1;a2!IRI ðAÞ.
(2) Since I possesses property IðI;Vi2IIiÞ ¼ Vi2IIðI; IiÞ; it is easy to prove RI ðTi2IAiÞ ¼ Ti2IRI ðAiÞ:
(3) Since I is a monotonic border implicator, it is easy to prove by the deﬁnition of I-lower IVF rough approximation
operator.
(4) It can be proved directed from the monotonicity of IVF implicator.
(5) follows from (1).
(6) and (7) can be derived from (2).
(8) By the monotonicity and border principle, for any I 2 LI; IðI; ½1;1Þ ¼ ½1;1; we have
RI ð½1;1y!I d½a1;a2ÞðxÞ ¼ ^
z2W
IðRðx; zÞ; Ið½1;1yðzÞ; ½a1;a2ÞÞ
¼
^
z – y
IðRðx; zÞ; Ið½0;0; ½a1;a2ÞÞ ^ IðRðx; yÞ; Ið½1;1; ½a1;a2ÞÞ
¼
^
z – y
IðRðx; zÞ; ½1;1Þ ^ IðRðx; yÞ; ½a1;a2Þ ¼ IðRðx; yÞ; ½a1;a2Þ:
(9) and (10) can be directly derived by the monotonicity of I .
Corollary 3. Let I be a left monotonic IVF implicator satisfying the conﬁnement principle. Then we have, for all I1; I2 2 LI,
I16LI I2 $ IðI1; IÞPLIIðI2; IÞ; 8I 2 LI:Proof. It is analogous to the proof of Lemma 4.4 in [33]. h
Remark 3. It is obvious that I1 ¼ I2 $ IðI1; IÞ ¼ IðI2; IÞ;8I 2 I by Corollary 3.
Now we discuss the relationships between the properties of special IVF relation and the properties of T -IVF rough
approximation operators. We show that properties of some special IVF fuzzy relations can be characterized by IVF rough
approximation operators.
Theorem 14. Let ðU;W;RÞ be an IVF approximation space and RT the IVF T -upper approximation operator. Then we have:
(1) R is serial $ RT ð d½a1;a2Þ ¼ d½a1;a2;8½a1;a2 2 LI;$ RT ðWÞ ¼ U.If R is an IVF relation on U, RT is the T -upper IVF approx-
imation operator of ðU;RÞ, then
(2) R is reﬂexive $ A#RT ðAÞ;8A 2 IVFðUÞ:
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(4) R is T -transitive $ RT ðRT ðAÞÞ#RT ðAÞ;8A 2 IVFðUÞ where T satisﬁes residuation principle.Proof. (1) According to (5) of Theorem 12, we haveRT ð d½a1;a2Þ ¼ d½a1;a2; 8½a1;a2 2 LI $ RT ðWÞ ¼ U:
If R is serial, by deﬁnition we have
W
y2WRðx; yÞ ¼ ½1;1 for all x 2 U: By property (10) of Theorem 12, we haveRT ðWÞðxÞ ¼ RT ð½1;1W ÞðxÞ ¼
_
y2W
Rðx; yÞ ¼ ½1;1: ð10ÞNamely, RT ðWÞ ¼ U. Conversely, if RT ðWÞ ¼ U, for any x 2 U; by Eq. (10), we observe that Wy2WRðx; yÞ ¼ ½1;1, thus R is serial.
(2) If R is reﬂexive, for any A 2 IVFðUÞ and x 2 U, we haveRT ðAÞðxÞ ¼
_
y2U
T ðRðx; yÞ;AðyÞÞPLIT ðRðx; xÞ;AðxÞÞ ¼ T ð½1;1;AðxÞÞ ¼ AðxÞ:So A#RT ðAÞ.
Conversely, if A#RT ðAÞ;8A 2 IVFðUÞ, for any x 2 U; then by property (9) of Theorem 12, we obtain
Rðx; xÞ ¼ RT ð½1;1xÞðxÞPLI ð½1;1xÞðxÞ ¼ ½1;1: Thus, R is reﬂexive.
(3) follows immediately from Theorem 12.
(4) Since R is T -transitive and T satisﬁes residuation principle, by Theorem 5, we have T Wi2IIi; I  ¼ Wi2IT ðIi; IÞ; hence for
all A 2 IVFðUÞ; x 2 U; we have
RT ðRT ðAÞÞðxÞ ¼
_
y2U
T ðRðx; yÞ;RT ðAÞðyÞÞ ¼
_
y2U
T ðRðx; yÞ;
_
z2U
T ðRðy; zÞ;AðzÞÞÞ ¼
_
y2U
_
z2U
T ðRðx; yÞ; T ðRðy; zÞ;AðzÞÞÞ
¼
_
y2U
_
z2U
T ðT ðRðx; yÞ;Rðy; zÞÞ;AðzÞÞ6LI
_
y2U
_
z2U
T ðRðx; zÞ;AðzÞÞ ¼
_
z2U
T ðRðx; zÞ;AðzÞÞ ¼ RT ðAÞðxÞ:So RT ðRT ðAÞÞ#RT ðAÞ.
Conversely, if RT ðRT ðAÞÞ#RT ðAÞ; for all A 2 IVFðUÞ, then for any x; z 2 U; by property (9) of Theorem 12, we haveRðx; zÞ ¼ RT ð½1;1zÞðxÞPLI RT ðRT ð½1;1zÞÞðxÞ ¼
_
y2U
T ðRðx; yÞ;RT ð½1;1zÞðyÞÞ ¼
_
y2U
T ðRðx; yÞ;Rðy; zÞÞ:So R is T -transitive. h
Theorem 15. Let ðU;W;RÞ be an IVF approximation space, and I an IVF implicator. If RI is the IVF I-lower approximation oper-
ator deﬁned by Eq. (9), then
(1) R is serial$ RI ð d½a1;a2Þ ¼ d½a1;a2;8½a1;a2 2 LI; if I satisﬁes IðWi2IIi; IÞ ¼ Vi2IIðIi; IÞ for all I; Ii 2 LI, border principle, con-
ﬁnement principle and left monotonicity.Moreover, if R is an IVF relation on U, then
(2) R is reﬂexive $ RI ðAÞ#A;8A 2 IVFðUÞ, if I possesses the border principle and conﬁnement principle.
(3) R is symmetric $ RI ð½1;1x!I d½a1;a2ÞðyÞ ¼ RI ð½1;1y!I d½a1;a2ÞðxÞ;8ðx; yÞ 2 U  U;8½a1;a2 2 LI; if I satisﬁes the border
principle and conﬁnement principle.
(4) If I satisﬁes IðI1; IðI2; I3ÞÞPLIIðT ðI1; I2Þ; I3Þ and Ið
W
i2IIi; IÞ ¼
V
i2IIðIi; IÞ, then
R is T -transitive ) RI ðAÞ#RI ðRI ðAÞÞ, for all A 2 IVFðUÞ:
On the other hand, if I satisﬁes IðI1; IðI2; I3ÞÞ ¼ IðT ðI1; I2Þ; I3Þ, conﬁnement principle, border principle and monotonicity, then
RI ðAÞ#RI ðRI ðAÞÞ;8A 2 IVFðUÞ ) R is T -transitive.
Proof
(1) ) Since R is serial, we have Wy2WRðx; yÞ ¼ ½1;1 for all x 2 U: Then, for all x 2 U;
RI ð d½a1;a2ÞðxÞ ¼ ^
y2W
IðRðx; yÞ; ½a1;a2ðyÞÞ ¼ I
_
y2W
Rðx; yÞ; ½a1;a2
 !
¼ Ið½1;1; ½a1;a2Þ ¼ ½a1;a2:Thus, RI ð d½a1;a2Þ ¼ d½a1;a2.( Since RI ð d½a1;a2Þ ¼ d½a1;a2; we have IðWy2WRðx; yÞ; ½a1;a2Þ ¼ Ið1LI ; ½a1;a2Þ. Then by Remark 3,
we can easily conclude that R is serial.
(2) ) It is obvious.( IðRðx; xÞ; ½a1;a2Þ ¼ RI ð½1;1x!I d½a1;a2ÞðxÞ ¼ ð½1;1x!I d½a1;a2ÞðxÞ ¼ Ið½1;1; ½a1;a2Þ; 8x 2 U:
So we have Rðx; xÞ ¼ ½1;1 by Remark 3.
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(4) If R is T -transitive, by the analogous way to the proof of Proposition (7) of [23], we can obtain RI ðAÞ#RI ðRI ðAÞÞ; for all
A 2 IVFðUÞ: Conversely, if it is analogous to the proof of Theorem 4.8 of [33], we can verify that R is T -transitive. hRemark 4. If IT is an IVF R-implicator based on an IVF t-norm T satisfying conﬁnement principle and residuation principle,
then we have, R is T -transitive $ RI ðAÞ#RI ðRI ðAÞÞ; for all A 2 IVFðUÞ.5. Axiomatic characterization of (I ; T )-IVF rough sets
In this section, we will present an axiomatic characterization of (I ; T )-IVF rough sets by deﬁning a pair of abstract IVF
approximation operators.
Deﬁnition 8. A mapping H : IVFðWÞ ! IVFðUÞ is referred to as a T -upper IVF approximation operator iff it satisﬁes the
following axioms:
(IVH1) Hð d½a1;a2\T AÞ ¼ d½a1;a2\T HðAÞ;8A 2 IVFðWÞ;8½a1;a2 2 LI;
(IVH2) HðSi2IAjÞ ¼ Si2IHðAjÞ;8Ai 2 IVFðWÞði 2 I; I is an index set).According to the deﬁnition of H, we deﬁne an IVF relation RH as follows:RHðx; yÞ ¼ Hð½1;1yÞðxÞ; 8ðx; yÞ 2 U W :
Then the following Lemmas follow immediately from property (9) of Theorem 12.
Lemma 1. Let R 2 IVFðU WÞ; then RRT ¼ R.
Lemma 2. Let H : IVFðWÞ ! IVFðUÞ be a T -upper IVF approximation operator, then RHT ¼ H:
Proof. It is clear that, 8A 2 IVFðWÞ,
A ¼
[
y2W
ð dAðyÞ\T ½1;1yÞ: ð10Þ
Then we have, for all x 2 U,RH
T ðAÞðxÞ ¼
_
y2W
T ðRHðx; yÞ;AðyÞÞ ¼
_
y2W
T ðHð½1;1yÞðxÞ;AðyÞÞ ¼
_
y2W
ð dAðyÞ\T Hð½1;1yÞÞðxÞ ¼ _
y2W
Hð dAðyÞ\T ½1;1yÞðxÞ
¼ Hð
[
y2W
ð dAðyÞ\T ½1;1yÞÞðxÞ ¼ HðAÞðxÞ:
Thus, RHT ¼ H. h
Theorem 16. H : IVFðWÞ ! IVFðUÞ is a T -upper IVF approximation operator iff there exists an IVF relation R 2 IVFðU WÞ such
that H ¼ RT .
Proof. ‘‘)” Let R ¼ RH , then by Lemma 2 we obtain H ¼ RHT ¼ RT .
‘‘(” It follows immediately from properties (1) and (2) of Theorem 12. h
Theorem 17. Let H : IVFðUÞ ! IVFðUÞ be a T -upper IVF approximation operator. Then there exists a serial (resp. a reﬂexive, a
symmetric, a T -transitive) IVF relation R on U such that H ¼ RT iff H satisﬁes the following axiom (1) or (2)0 (resp. (3), (4), (5)):
(1) Hð d½a1;a2Þ ¼ d½a1;a2;8½a1;a2 2 LI .
(2)0 HðUÞ ¼ U.
(3) A#HðAÞ, 8A 2 IVFðUÞ.
(4) Hð½1;1xÞðyÞ ¼ Hð½1;1yÞðxÞ;8ðx; yÞ 2 U  U.
(5) HðHðAÞÞ#HðAÞ;8A 2 IVFðUÞ.Proof. ‘‘)” It follows immediately from Theorem 14.
‘‘(” It follows immediately from Theorems 14 and 16. h
Deﬁnition 9. A mapping L : IVFðWÞ ! IVFðUÞ is referred to as an I-lower IVF approximation operator iff it satisﬁes the fol-
lowing axioms:
(IVL1) Lð d½a1;a2!IAÞ ¼ d½a1;a2!ILðAÞ; 8A 2 IVFðWÞ; ½a1;a2 2 LI ,
(IVL2) L
T
i2IAi
  ¼ Ti2ILðAjÞ, 8Ai 2 IVFðWÞði 2 I; I is any index setÞ.
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N if they satisfy the following axiom LH(1) or axiom LH(2):
(LH1) LðAÞ ¼ NHðNAÞ; 8A 2 IVFðWÞ,
(LH2) HðAÞ ¼ N LðNAÞ; 8A 2 IVFðWÞ.Remark 5. If the lower and upper IVF approximation operators are dual, then we only need to deﬁne one of the two oper-
ators and derive the other by the duality. Furthermore, properties of one operator can be obtained by the corresponding
properties of its dual operator. For example, if L;H : IVFðUÞ ! IVFðUÞ are dual operators and H satisﬁes the propertyA#HðAÞ; 8A 2 IVFðUÞ:
Then we can obtain that LðAÞ#A, 8A 2 IVFðUÞ.
In fact,A#HðAÞ; 8A 2 IVFðUÞ $ NA#HðNAÞ; 8A 2 IVFðUÞ $ NA#N LðAÞ; 8A 2 IVFðUÞ $ LðAÞ#A; 8A 2 IVFðUÞ:
Let L be an I-lower IVF approximation operator, then we deﬁne an IVF relation RL from U to W byRLðx; yÞ ¼ supf½a1;a2 2 LIjIð½a1;a2;0LI Þ ¼ Lð½1;1WfygÞðxÞg; ðx; yÞ 2 U W: ð11ÞTheorem 18. Let ðU;RÞ be an IVF approximation space. If I is a monotonic IVF implicator, then
IðRRI ðx; yÞ;0LI Þ ¼ IðRðx; yÞ; 0LI Þ; ðx; yÞ 2 U W:Proof. It follows immediately from property (9) of Theorem 13. h
Lemma 3. Assume that an IVF implicator I is interchangeable and left-continuous. If L : IVFðWÞ ! IVFðUÞ is an I-lower IVF
approximation operator, then RLI ¼ L.
Proof. For all A 2 IVFðWÞ, notice thatA ¼
\
y2W
ð½1;1Wfyg [ dAðyÞÞ: ð12Þ
Since I is left-continuous, there exists ½a1;a2y 2 LI such thatAðyÞ ¼ Ið½a1;a2y;0LI Þ; 8y 2W: ð13Þ
It is obvious we have that½1;1Wfyg [ dAðyÞ ¼ d½a1;a2y!I½1;1Wfyg: ð14Þ
Meanwhile, by the left-continuity of I and Eq. (11), we haveIðRLðx; yÞ; 0LI Þ ¼ Lð½1;1WfygÞðxÞ; ðx; yÞ 2 U W : ð15Þ
Consequently, 8x 2 U, we haveRLI ðAÞðxÞ ¼
^
y2W
IðRLðx; yÞ;AðyÞÞ ðby definition of RLÞ
¼
^
y2W
IðRLðx; yÞ; Ið½a1;a2y;0LI ÞÞ ðby Eq: ð13ÞÞ
¼
^
y2W
Ið½a1;a2y; IðRLðx; yÞ;0LI ÞÞ ðby interchangeability principle ofIÞ
¼
^
y2W
Ið½a1;a2y; Lð½1;1WfygÞðxÞÞ ðby Eq: ð15ÞÞ
¼
^
y2W
ð d½a1;a2y!ILð½1;1WfygÞÞðxÞ ðby definition of !IÞ
¼
^
y2W
Lð d½a1;a2y!I½1;1WfygÞðxÞ ðby IVLð1ÞÞ
¼
^
y2W
Lð½1;1Wfyg [ dAðyÞÞðxÞ by Eq: ð14Þ
¼ L
\
y2W
ð½1;1Wfyg [ dAðyÞÞ
 !
ðxÞ by ðIVLð2ÞÞ
¼ LðAÞðxÞ: ðby Eq: ð12ÞÞ
Therefore, RLI ¼ L. h
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approximation operator iff there exists an IVF relation R 2 IVFðU WÞ such that L ¼ RI .
Proof. ‘‘)” Let R ¼ RL, then, by Lemma 3, we have L ¼ RLI ¼ RI .
‘‘(” It follows immediately from Theorem 13. h
Theorem 20. Assume that I is an IVF implicator on LI satisfying the neutrality, left-continuity, interchangeability and conﬁnement
principles. Let L : IVFðWÞ ! IVFðUÞ be an I-lower IVF approximation operator, then there exists a serial IVF relation R from U to W
such that L ¼ RI iff L satisﬁes the following axiom:Lð d½a1;a2Þ ¼ ½a1;a2; 8½a1;a2 2 LI:
Proof. ‘‘)” follows immediately from Theorem 15, and ‘‘(” follows from Theorems 15 and 19. h
Theorem 21. Assume that I is a continuous IVF implicator on LI satisfying the neutrality, left-continuity, interchangeability and
conﬁnement principles. Let L : IVFðWÞ ! IVFðUÞ be an I-lower IVF approximation operator, then there exists a reﬂexive IVF rela-
tion R on U such that L ¼ RI iff L satisﬁes the following axiom:LðAÞ#A; 8A 2 IVFðUÞ:Proof. ‘‘)” follows immediately from Theorems 13 and 15, and ‘‘(” follows from Theorems 15 and 19. h
Theorem 22. Assume that I is a continuous IVF implicator on LI satisfying the neutrality, left-continuity, interchangeability and
conﬁnement principles. Let L : IVFðWÞ ! IVFðUÞ be an I-lower IVF approximation operator, then there exists a symmetric IVF rela-
tion R from U to W such that L ¼ RI iff L satisﬁes the following axiom:Lð½1;1x!I d½a1;a2ÞðyÞ ¼ Lð½1;1y!I d½a1;a2ÞðxÞ; 8ðx; yÞ 2 U W; 8½a1;a2 2 LI:
Proof. ‘‘)” follows immediately from Theorems 13 and 15, and ‘‘(” follows from Theorems 15 and 19. h
Remark 6. If I is a Łukasiewicz implicator on LI , then there exists a serial (respectively, a reﬂexive, a symmetric) IVF relation
R on U such that L ¼ RI iff L satisﬁes the axiom of Theorem 20 (respectively, Theorems 21 and 22).
Theorem 23. Assume that I is a continuous IVF implicator on LI satisfying the neutrality, interchangeability, conﬁnement prin-
ciples, and property (6) of Theorem 7.Let L : IVFðUÞ ! IVFðUÞ be an I-lower IVF approximation operator, then there exists a T -
transitive IVF relation R on U such that L ¼ RI iff L satisﬁes the following axiom:LðAÞ# LðLðAÞÞ; 8A 2 IVFðUÞ:Proof. ‘‘)” follows immediately from Theorems 13 and 15, and ‘‘(” follows from Theorems 15 and 19. h
Remark 7. If I is a Łukasiewicz implicator on LI satisfying property (6) of Theorem 7, then there exists a T -transitive IVF
relation R on U such that L ¼ RI iff L satisﬁes the axiom (1) in Theorem 23.6. Conclusion
In this paper, we have developed a general framework for the study of ðI ; T Þ-IVF rough sets on two universes of dis-
course. By employing an IVF implicator I and an IVF t-norm T , we have introduced ðI ; T Þ-IVF rough approximation
operators with reference to an IVF approximation space. Basic properties of IVF implicators and construction approach
of IVF similarity relations have been presented as the preliminaries for the study of IVF approximation operators. We
have examined basic properties of ðI ; T Þ IVF rough lower and upper approximation operators. The connections between
special types of IVF relations and IVF rough approximation operators have been established. At the same time, an oper-
ator-oriented characterization of IVF rough sets has been proposed. We have shown that different axiom sets of I-lower
and T -upper IVF set-theoretic operators guarantee the existence of different types of IVF relations which produce the
same operators. We believe that the constructive approaches proposed in this paper will be more useful for practical
applications of rough set theory in the IVF environment and the axiomatic approach will be helpful in studying the
mathematical structures of IVF rough set algebras.
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